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Em-dome 8omm PVC curb Adaptor

Innovative rooflight solutions
Unsurpassed service
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Em-dome 8omm PVC curb Adaptor

Em-Dome 80mm PVC Curb Adaptor
The Em-Dome 80mm PVC curb adaptor has been designed to improve quality
of fit and performance for the Em-Dome Rooflight range. The PVC adaptor
speeds up installation time when fitting rooflights to a non-standard size
builder’s curb – it is also used when ventilation is required.
The Em-Dome 80mm adaptor is a simple and lasting solution to challenging rooflight installation.
It guarantees optimum positioning of Em-Dome rooflights to the builder’s curbs, ensuring waterproofing
integrity and best possible thermal performance and efficiency, and allowing the smooth, hassle-free
operation of the ventilation mechanism.
The thermally broken adaptor is manufactured from white extruded polyvinylchloride with a cellular
structure profile. This makes it robust and durable, and provides an aesthetically pleasing finish internally.

To request a quotation or place an order, please contact us today

01483 271371

sales@whitesales.co.uk

Em-dome 8omm PVC curb Adaptor
Benefits/Features

Environment

Fast and straightforward to install

Our policy
In maintaining and developing our business,
products and services, we pay careful attention
to the following:

Ensures a close, watertight fit with
non-standard curbs
Aluminium weather cowl, installed
to the outside, stops all water and
weather ingress

Comply immediately with all applicable laws
and regulations concerning the environment
Develop manufacturing processes and
operational procedures that minimise, as
far as practically possible, pollution risks to
the environment

Thermally broken, eliminating cold
bridging and reducing the risk of
condensation
Available in every standard size for
the complete Em-Dome range
Various types of ventilation mechanisms
can be installed with the adaptor – including
trickle and controlled rotating.
Self-finished PVC internal face requires
no further finishing.
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Reduce waste generated by our activities
and encourage energy conservation,
recycling and reuse
Provide training and support to employees
to enable them to maximise their contribution
towards the protection of the environment
Encourage suppliers, contractors and customers
to share in our aims to promote good environmental
management.

Em-Dome polycarbonate
triple skin
High security
screw bolt
Em-Dome PVC
vertical adaptor collar,
80mm high

Aluminium
cover cowl

Dimension B
(overall builders curb size)

Builders curb

Curb thickness
minimum 50mm

To request a quotation or place an order, please contact us today

Curb thickness
minimum 50mm

01483 271371

sales@whitesales.co.uk

Em-dome 8omm PVC curb Adaptor
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Quality guaranteed
The Em-Dome 80mm adaptor is designed to be
maintenance-free. Any cleaning should be carried
out with warm soapy water, avoiding the use of
strong detergents, chemicals or abrasives.
Our entire range of Em-Domes and Em-Curbs is
guaranteed for 10 years from the date of supply;
we fully expect them to last for at least the
lifetime of your chosen roofing material.

Nationwide next-day delivery and full
technical support
When you purchase Em-Domes and Em-Curbs,
you can expect more than just a product. Our
technical team is on hand to offer product-specific
guidance, site surveys and condition reports,
CAD drawings and NBS specifications for all
of our products.

To find out more, request a quotation or place
an order, please contact us on 01483 271371 or
email sales@whitesales.co.uk.
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